CFR Resources
Eleanor Albert and Lindsay Maizland, “Democracy in Hong Kong.”

An introductory backgrounder on government in Hong Kong, where some worry that the city’s history of democratic rule is under threat. (2,200 words)

“The Arab Uprisings Five Years On.”

A multimedia look back at the Arab Spring, when people across the Middle East fought for democracy.


A podcast episode that explores whether Chinese investment in infrastructure projects around the world is also influencing the forms of government in recipient countries, pushing them toward authoritarianism. (32 minutes)

Articles

An article from a series titled Democracy Undone that examines politics in Hungary, which some see as at risk of democratic backsliding. (1,800 words)


An article on researchers who have analyzed political parties from democracies around the world, including the Democratic and Republican parties in the United States, and attempted to measure how far left or right each party is. Using a number of graphs and charts, the article places the U.S. Democratic and Republican parties in comparison to parties from other countries and traces how they have changed over time. (1,450 words)
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A thoughtful and detailed look at how technology, in history and today, has been used to support autocracy. (3,900 words)


An article from a series titled The Future of Democracy that looks at the 1930s, a period of significant democratic backsliding. (4,500 words)


An explainer from Vox that examines the U.S. constitution in detail, asking how democratic the U.S. government is. (2,900 words)


The annual report from the think tank Freedom House, scoring how free each country in the world is and offering detailed visualizations, snapshots of countries around the world, and analysis of trends. (8,100 words)


A rigorous and scholarly but accessible discussion of the basics of democracy. (5,300 words)

Books


A short introduction to both the history of democracy and how it works in the world today. (144 pages)

A book written by a historian that offers twenty pieces of advice for avoiding democratic backsliding. Although written as a call to arms for the current moment in the United States, the book is deeply grounded in twentieth-century European history. (126 pages)

**Multimedia**


From the writers of the New York Times column The Interpreter, a brief look at democratic backsliding around the world. (5 minutes)

**Resources**


A lesson plan for teaching various forms of government, including democracy and autocracy.